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Life, for most of us, feels like a movie we've arrived to forty minutes late. Sure, good things happen, sometimes beautiful things. But tragic
things happen too. What does it mean? We find ourselves in the middle of a story that is sometimes wonderful, sometimes awful, usually a
confusing mixture of both, and we haven't a clue how to make sense of it all. No wonder we keep losing heart. We need to know the rest of
the story. For when we were born, we were born into the midst of a great story begun before the dawn of time. A story of adventure, of risk
and loss, heroism . . . and betrayal. A story where good is warring against evil, danger lurks around every corner, and glorious deeds wait to
be done. Think of all those stories you've ever loved--there's a reason they stirred your heart. They've been trying to tell you about the true
Epic ever since you were young. There is a larger story And you have a crucial role to play.
This book focuses on central themes related to the conservation of bats. It details their response to land-use change and management
practices, intensified urbanization and roost disturbance and loss. Increasing interactions between humans and bats as a result of hunting,
disease relationships, occupation of human dwellings, and conflict over fruit crops are explored in depth. Finally, contributors highlight the
roles that taxonomy, conservation networks and conservation psychology have to play in conserving this imperilled but vital taxon. With over
1300 species, bats are the second largest order of mammals, yet as the Anthropocene dawns, bat populations around the world are in
decline. Greater understanding of the anthropogenic drivers of this decline and exploration of possible mitigation measures are urgently
needed if we are to retain global bat diversity in the coming decades. This book brings together teams of international experts to provide a
global review of current understanding and recommend directions for future research and mitigation.
This reference book is intended to help teachers, teacher administrators, policy makers and others deal with the important issue of religious
diversity in Europe's schools. The religious dimension of intercultural education is an issue that affects all schools, whether they are
religiously diverse or not, because their pupils live and will work in increasingly diverse societies. The book is the main outcome of the project
1The Challenge of intercultural education today: religious diversity and dialogue in Europe', developed by the Council of Europe between
2002 and 2005. It is in four parts: theoretical and conceptual basis for religious diversity and intercultural education; educational conditions
and methodological approaches; religious diversity in schools in different settings; examples of current practice in some member states of the
Council of Europe.
This book is about reactions to interpersonal conflict such as avoiding, negotiating, and fighting. It breaks away from the prevailing
assumption that conflict behaviours are mutually isolated reactions having mutually isolated effects. Instead, reactions are viewed as
components of complex conflict behaviour that influence each other's impact on the substantive and relational outcomes. The simultaneous
and sequential occurrence of, for example, problem solving and fighting should therefore be studied together and not separately. The author
presents a ladder of stepwise increases in theoretical quality, and designs the sequence of chapters in such a way that the theoretical value
increases step by step. The lower steps lead to the description of behavioural components and to a model of integrative and distributive
dimensions. The upper steps lead to the dimensions of dual concern for one's own and the other's goals and to complexity explanations in
terms of the novel paradigm of conglomerated conflict behaviour. The chapters are summarised into thirty-four interrelated propositions. Six
empirical studies demonstrate the validity of crucial propositions at each level of the theoretical framework. This monograph primarily reaches
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out to an academic readership. However, due to its clear structure, its comprehensive propositions, its frequent use of figures, and its
glossary, the book will also provide an invaluable resource for any student and practitioner interested in conflict management and negotiation.
With the end of the early Islamic period, Muslim scholars came to sense that a rift had begun to emerge between the teachings and principles
of Islam and Muslims’ daily reality and practices. The most important means by which scholars sought to restore the intimate contact
between Muslims and the Qur’an was to study the objectives of Islam, the causes behind Islamic legal rulings and the intentions and goals
underlying the Shari'ah, or Islamic Law. They made it clear that every legal ruling in Islam has a function which it performs, an aim which it
realizes, a cause, be it explicit or implicit, and an intention which it seeks to fulfill, and all of this in order to realize benefit to human beings or
to ward off harm or corruption. They showed how these intentions, and higher objectives might at times be contained explicitly in the texts of
the Qur’an and the Sunnah, while at other times, scholars might bring them to light by means of independent reasoning based on their
understanding of the Qur’an and the Sunnah within a framework of time and space. This book represents a pioneering contribution
presenting a comprehensive theory of the objectives of Islamic law in its various aspects, as well as a painstaking study of objectives-based
thought as pioneered by the father of objectives-based jurisprudence, Imam Abu Ishaq al-Shatibi; in addition, the author presents us with an
important study of al-Shatibi himself which offers a wealth of new, beneficial information about the life, thought and method of this venerable
man.
Using essential oils to influence your energetic make-up and karmic patterns • Details how to identify which tattvas--the Five Great
Elements--are dominant in your energetic make-up • Explores the energetic signatures of the essential oils associated with each tattva and
chakra, including their archetypes, sacred geometry, sacred sounds, and colors • Explains how to identify your personal vibrational signature,
purify your energy body, impart vibrational properties to jewelry, and work with yantras and mantras The tattvas, the Five Great
Elements--earth, water, fire, air/wind, and ether/space--create and sustain not only the universe but also all of its inhabitants. Each of us has
a unique combination of these elemental energies behind our personal characteristics--everything from the color of our eyes to our behaviors
and emotional temperament. What tattvas are dominant in your make-up can also be influenced by your surroundings and by karma.
Essential oils, in addition to working biologically and chemically, also work at the energetic level, making them ideal for working with the
tattvas. Teaching you how to use essential oils to affect the very fabric of your being, Candice Covington details how the Tattvas Method of
essential oils allow you to access the deepest, most hidden aspects of Self, those beyond the reach of the mind, the very energetic causation
patterns that set all behaviors and thoughts into motion. She reveals how the tattvas are the energy that animate each chakra and how we
can use their archetypal energy to shape our inner life and align with our greater soul purpose. The author provides energetic profiles of each
tattva, chakra, and essential oil, explains their relationships to one another, and details how to identify what tattva or chakra is dominant at
any given time. Exploring the energetic signatures of the tattvic essential oils, she details their elemental make-up, animal and deity
archetypes, sacred geometry symbols, sacred syllables, and colors. She reveals how to discover the energy patterns responsible for directing
unhealthy life patterns and explains how to identify your personal vibrational signature, purify your energy body, and craft your own unique
ritual practice with essential oils. Showing how essential oils are powerful vibrational tools for effecting change, the author reveals how they
allow each of us to deliberately steer our own destiny, fulfill our personal dharma, and be all that our souls intended us to be.
Discover Dr. Sha's Powerful Techniques for Healing Your Soul, Mind, and Body What is the real secret to healing? Internationally acclaimed
healer and author Dr. Zhi Gang Sha gives us a simple yet powerful answer to this age-old question: Heal the soul first; then healing of the
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mind and body will follow. In Soul Mind Body Medicine, Dr. Sha shows that love and forgiveness are the golden keys to soul healing. From
that foundation, he presents practical tools to heal and transform soul, mind, and body. The techniques and the underlying theories are easy
to learn and practice but profoundly effective. They include: Healing methods for more than 100 ailments, from the common cold to back pain
to heart disease to diabetes Step-by-step approaches to weight loss, cancer recovery, emotional balance, and maintenance of good health A
revolutionary one-minute healing technique Endorsements “Just as our thoughts can influence water, our souls can bring healing and
balance to our selves, our loved ones, and our world today. Dr. Sha is an important teacher and a wonderful healer with a valuable message
about the power of the soul to influence and transform all life. His book Soul Mind Body Medicine will deeply touch you.” — Dr. Masaru Emoto,
author of The Hidden Messages in Water “All cultures have produced authentic healers from time to time. Dr. Zhi Gang Sha is such a healer
— a man of deep wisdom and compassion, and a gift to the human race.” — Larry Dossey, MD, author of The Extraordinary Healing Power of
Ordinary Things

This document is a collection of Logia, a harvesting of about 114 "Sayings of Jesus" together with a prologue which stresses the
esoteric character of the sayings and attributes their recording and preservation to the apostle Didymus Jude Thomas. Many of the
sentences are identical with the Logia of the Synoptic Gospels or are closely related to them. Nevertheless, there are differences
of detail which merit discussion and can often be elucidated as due to a particular source or tradition. The other sayings on the
contrary are "extra-canonical". Among these are certain "agrapha" which are already known or can now be recognised in ancient
or mediaeval literature from patristic, gnostic, Manichean or even Catharist sources. In particular the sayings written in Greek,
which are found in more or less mutilated form in three papyri from Oxyrhynchus appear with certain variations but assembled and
arranged in similar manner in three different parts of "The Gospel according to Thomas". It is probable that extracts from
apocryphal gospels such as the "Gospel according to the Hebrews" and the "Gospel according to the Egyptians" are also
preserved in it. Besides this, the collection comprises many Logia which are quite new and have never before been seen.
The first major publication in English on the bamboo slips excavated from a late fourth century B.C. Chu-state tomb at Guodian,
Hubei, in 1993. The slip texts include both Daoist and Confucian works, many previously unknown. Thie monograph is a full
account of the international conference held on these texts, at which leading scholars from China, the United States, Europe, and
Japan analyzed the Laozi materials and a previously unknown cosmological text. In addition, the contents include nine essays on
topics such as the archaeological background of the discovery, conservation of the slip-texts, and the relation of the Guodian Laozi
materials to the received Laozi text. An annotated edition of the Guodian Laozi materials and the cosmological text are included,
as well as a critical bibliography with summary of Chinese scholarship on the Guodian texts in the year following the conference.
In You Can Heal Your Heart, self-help luminary Louise Hay and renowned grief and loss expert David Kessler, the protégé of
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, have come together to start a conversation on healing grief. This remarkable book discusses the emotions
that occur when a relationship leaves you brokenhearted, a marriage ends in divorce, or a loved one dies. It will also foster
awareness and compassion, providing you with the courage to face many other types of losses and challenges, such as saying
good-bye to a beloved pet, losing your job, coming to terms with a life-threatening illness or disease, and much more. With a
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perfect blend of Louise’s teachings and affirmations on personal growth and transformation and David’s many years of working
with those in grief, this empowering book will inspire an extraordinary new way of thinking, bringing hope and fresh insights into
your life and even your current and future relationships. You will not only learn how to help heal your grief, but you will also
discover that, yes, you can heal your heart.
Traduceri de Corina Popescu si Dan Petrescu. Studiile eseurile si articolele consacrate de Ioan Petru Culianu literaturii si culturii
romane in general vor constitui materia a doua volume. Acest prim volum grupeaza in principal sase eseuri ale lui Culianu despre
Eminescu impreuna cu alte cateva „exercitii de mitanaliza“ in sectiunea intai a cartii intitulata Fantasmele nihilismului. Sectiunea a
doua Secretul doctorului Eliade cuprinde pagini despre Mircea Eliade in special despre creatia literara eliadiana. Studii romanesti I
ofera astfel o sectiune tematica unitara din opera lui Culianu cuprinsa cronologic intre perioada cea mai timpurie („Vasile
Voiculescu romancier al iluziei si al sperantei“ „Mit si simbol in opera lui V. Voiculescu“ sunt rasarite pe urmele unei lucrari din
perioada studentiei bucurestene dintre 1967 si 1972) si 1989 („Arborele cunoasterii. Invitatie la lectura lui Mircea Eliade“ a fost
publicat in revista italiana Abstracta in martie 1989).Al doilea volum de Studii romanesti va fi axat indeosebi pe studii si eseuri de
istoria religiilor – cu referire bineinteles la cultura traditionala romaneasca.
What makes for good preaching? In this accessible volume—written for preachers and preachers in training—pastor David Helm
outlines what must be believed and accomplished to become a faithful expositor of God’s Word. In addition to offering practical,
step-by-step guidance for preachers, this short book will equip all of us to recognize good preaching when we hear it. Part of the
9Marks: Building Healthy Churches series.
"'Give me Liberty, or give me Death'!" is a famous quotation attributed to Patrick Henry from a speech he made to the Virginia
Convention. It was given March 23, 1775, at St. John's Church in Richmond, Virginia, ...
Cuvânt înainte de Gabriel Liiceanu „Noi ne accept?m eroii abia atunci când ?i-au luat locul într-un trecut care nu ne oblig?. Cât
sunt vii, prefer?m s? le împrumut?m urâ?enia noastr? decât s? imit?m frumuse?ea lor. Adev?rul e c?, de peste dou? decenii, Doina
Cornea n-a mai existat pentru noi. N-a devenit un model, a?a cum s-ar fi cuvenit. Nu i s-a mai cerut p?rerea, pentru a acompania
cu rectitudinea spiritului ei toate strâmb?t??ile care au pus treptat st?pânire pe noi. Cei care fac opinia public? în ?ara asta au uitato repede ?i ?i-au amintit, scurt, de ea abia când a plecat dintre noi. F?când ce a f?cut, Doina Cornea n-a a?teptat nimic de la
nimeni. Dialogul ei cu libertatea l-a purtat în absoluta lui gratuitate: f?r? punerea în scen? a unei parade etice ?i f?r? gândul de a
prezenta vreodat? nota final? societ??ii care beneficiase de pe urma îndr?znelii ei. Disiden?a Doinei Cornea n-a fost, pân? la urm?,
decât expresia public? pe care a c?p?tat-o, în chip firesc, o devenire interioar?.“ – Gabriel Liiceanu

A synthesis of current approaches to adapting engineering tools to the study of neurobiological systems.
A bold account of the development of human consciousness and spirituality over the ages and an examination of the
dynamic global transformation of attitudes about healing. For more than fifteen years, Caroline Myss has studied why
some people heal, while others do not. In her previous book, Anatomy of the Spirit, Dr. Myss illuminated the hidden
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interactions of belief and body, soul and cell to show how, as she inimitably puts it, "your biography becomes your
biology." In Why People Don't Heal and How They Can, she builds on her earlier teachings of the seven different energy
centers of the body to provide a vital self-healing program for physical and spiritual disorders. With her characteristic nononsense style and high-voltage storytelling, she exposes and explodes the five myths about healing, explains the
cultural and individual contexts in which people become physically and spiritually ill and invested in "woundology," and
teaches new methods of working with the challenges that the seven energy centers embody. To help you get and stay on
the path to wellness, Dr. Myss provides rituals and prayers for gaining a symbolic perspective on your life issues; for
bolstering your personal power; and for connecting with a universal divine energy. Dr. Myss's breakthrough views on
energy medicine and her active approach to healing life issues and physical illness will help you overcome the mental
blocks that keep you from becoming well.
When funding agencies and policy organizations consider the role of modeling and simulation in modern biology, the
question is often posed, what has been accomplished ? This book will be organized around a symposium on the 20 year
history of the CNS meetings, to be held as part of CNS 2010 in San Antonio Texas in July 2010. The book, like the
symposium is intended to summarize progress made in Computational Neuroscience over the last 20 years while also
considering current challenges in the field. As described in the table of contents, the chapter’s authors have been
selected to provide wide coverage of the applications of computational techniques to a broad range of questions and
model systems in neuroscience. The proposed book will include several features that establish the history of the field. For
each article, its author will select an article originally appearing in a CNS conference proceedings from 15 – 20 years ago.
These short (less than 6 page) articles will provide illustrations of the state of the field 20 years ago. The new articles will
describe what has been learned about the subject in the following 20 years, and pose specific challenges for the next 20
years. The second historical mechanism will be the reproduction of the first 12 years of posters from the CNS meeting.
These posters in and of themselves have become famous in the field (they hang in the halls of the NIH in Bethesda
Maryland) and were constructed as allegories for the state and development of computational neuroscience. The posters
were designed by the book’s editor, who will, for the first time, provide a written description of each poster.
"Everything have started by some few dreams, which not just that I would neverforget my entire life but more than that, I
don't think it was just dreams in the rightsense of the notion"dream". I was conscious during the rest that I was sleeping.
What itcould be said that I was dreaming is nothing else than a real experience in a space fromwhere I can come back
anytime in the world where I am sleeping.I was at the beginning somewhere on the fringe of an unknown town, in the
night.While I have looked at the multicolored lights from any distance, I started tobecome easier, so easy that I felt in a
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moment I could fly." Sorin Cerin
A compassionate spiritual meditation on the process of death and dying, written by the author of the popular
Conversations with God series, offers counsel on how to draw wisdom and peace of mind throughout the process, which
is explained as the beginning of an "after life" in God's kingdom. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
Since the publication of Samuel Huntington’s “The Clash of Civilizations” concern about civilization has been
reintroduced into the debate on the world order. Malek Bennabi (1905–1973), prominent Algerian thinker and great
Muslim intellectual, intently focused on unraveling the causes of Muslim decline and the success of Western civilization
and culture. The key problem he theorized lay not in the Qur’an or Islamic faith but in Muslims themselves. The author
investigates Bennabi’s approach to civilization and the fundamental principles drawn, using metatheorizing methodology.
In doing so he sheds further light on perhaps one of the more intriguing elements of Bennabi’s theory, that civilization is
governed by internal-external and social-intellectual factors and that an equation can be generated for civilization itself.
This equation of Man+Soil+Time = Civilization and of which religion, according to Bennabi, forms the all-important
catalyst, is explained and its significance in terms of the reversal of Muslim decline evaluated. What is clearly apparent is
that for Bennabi, Man is the central force in any civilizing process and without him the other two elements are of no value.
With regard to outcomes, Bennabi’s unerring conviction that unless Muslims changed their spiritual condition, they could
not affect any far-reaching, meaningful change in society is echoed in the Qur’anic verse: “Verily, never will Allah
change the condition of a people until they change what is in themselves” (13:11).
Dr. Michael Newton is world-famous for his spiritual regression techniques that take hypnotic subjects back to their time
in the spirit world. His two best-selling books of client case studies, Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls, have left
thousands of readers eager to discover their own afterlife adventures, their soul companions and guides, and their
purpose in this lifetime. Now, for the first time in print, Dr. Newton reveals his step-by-step methods. His experiential
approach to the spiritual realms sheds light on the age-old questions of who we are, where we came from, and why we
are here. This groundbreaking guidebook, designed for both hypnosis professionals and the general public, completes
the afterlife trilogy by Dr. Newton.
Internationally acclaimed healer Dr Zhi Gang Sha provides a simple answer to the age-old question, what is the real
secret to healing? The answer? Heal the soul first, then healing of the mind and body will follow.Trained as both a
medical doctor and a practitioner of traditional Chinese medicine, Dr Sha takes integrative medicine to a whole new and
exciting level that goes beyond mind over matter, emphasizing soulover matter. Soul Wisdomargues that spiritual
blockages are due to bad karma, the sum of total mistakes one has made in this and previous lifetimes. By following Dr.
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Sha's teachings, readers can learn to clear up these blockages, particularly using such simple notions such as
unconditional love, forgiveness and service. As Dr. Sha puts it, 'Love melts all blockages and forgiveness brings peace.'
And most importantly, you have the ability to heal yourself. Essentially this is the an introductory guide for all of us to
learn practical techniques to help open our minds, empower, heal and transform every aspect of our lives.
Employee disengagement is one of the most pressing problems plaguing managers today hampering the innovation
capacities of countless organizations. According to recent polls, some 20 percent of workers report feeling disconnected
from their jobs, in an environment of stagnating wages, massive layoffs, rising health care costs, and other factors that
contribute to alienation, distrust, and apathy. In The Organizational Sweet Spot, Dr. Charles Ehin takes a refreshing new
look at what it will take to reengage disaffected workers and boost their resolve to advance novel ideas. Applying the
latest research from such fields as evolutionary psychology, social neuroscience, organizational behavior, anthropology,
and social network analysis, Ehin demonstrates how employee disengagement is rooted in a fundamental misalignment
between people’s instinctive drive to develop their personal and group identities through informal or “emergent”
relationships and the ways in which organizational goals and profit motives are executed through formal bureaucracy.
The challenge for today’s organizations—which operate under constantly changing conditions—is to narrow this gap, that
is, to find the “sweet spot”, where the formal and informal elements of the organization overlap. Ehin provides practical
tools for leaders to support this “shared access domain” to improve productivity, catalyze innovation, and inspire
exceptional performance. His new model is likely to reverberate throughout current management thinking as we move
toward creating more vital and meaningful workplaces.
Romanian R&D and the links to the Economy. Articles, essays, commentaries, 1964-2004. Insights into Communist and
post-Communist transition R&D, economy, legislation, fiscal environment. Cartea este adresat?: celor care preg?tesc
viitorul României, celor care îi gestioneaz? prezentul, celor preocupa?i de înv???mintele trecutului, fie ei ingineri,
economi?ti, sociologi, fizicieni, chimi?ti etc.; din cercetare, industrie, alte ramuri; profesori sau studen?i; speciali?ti din
aparatul de stat cu atribu?ii în tehnologie, economie, finan?e, resurse umane; din institu?ii, ONG-uri; manageri sau
speciali?ti „de execu?ie”; bancheri, politicieni, jurnali?ti, PR… Legislatorii ?i juri?tii vor g?si o cazuistic? variat? cu privire la
impactul, uneori – major, al unor „detalii” ?i nuan?e din actele normative, asupra activit??ilor din economie. În unele
dintre materiale, istoricii vor g?si posibile r?spunsuri (par?iale) inedite la întreb?ri de genul: „Cum a fost cu putin???” Cei
din interiorul cercet?rii ?i al industriei vor g?si un dialog cu propriile nelini?ti, c?ut?ri ?i ini?iative. Cei din alte ramuri ?i
activit??i vor afla realit??i dintr-o lume cunoscut? mai mult dup? cli?ee ?i prejudec??i. Cartea analizeaz?, sub multiple
aspecte, impactul sistemului economico-financiar, legislativ, politic, asupra progresului tehnic ?i economic în economia
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na?ional?, competitivit??ii produselor ?i serviciilor, intereselor întreprinderilor ?i persoanelor, discern?mântului factorului
uman ?i – reciproc -- impactul (necesar) al ?tiin?ei ?i tehnologiei, inclusiv al ?tiin?elor umaniste ?i sociale, asupra
prezentului ?i viitorului României, în contextul proceselor de globalizare ?i de integrare european?. Cartea poate prezenta
interes pentru cercuri largi de economi?ti, juri?ti, ingineri, sociologi, politologi, speciali?ti în management, mass-media,
pentru factori de decizie ?i de execu?ie din institute, institu?ii, întreprinderi, ministere, parlament, partidele politice,
organiza?iile neguvernamentale; în general -- pentru cercuri largi de intelectuali preocupa?i de problemele majore ale
tehnologiei ?i ale economiei din România. De men?ionat ?i utilitatea special? a c?r?ii pentru cadre didactice, doctoranzi,
studen?i, pentru participan?i la ac?iuni de perfec?ionarea profesional?, datorit? bogatului material exemplificativ din
practica real? a unor domenii importante, analizelor de caz, relev?rii rela?iilor concrete deficien?e – cauze – solu?ii.
Materialul este grupat în patru p?r?i: I. ?tiin??-tehnologie-economie-societate (21 lucr?ri; exemple de titluri: Cercetarea ?i
eficien?a, Cu privire la pozi?ia social? a ?tiin?ei, Rela?ia ?tiin??-economie, De la structura exporturilor la misiunea
cercet?rii, ?tiin?a ?i problemele sistemice, Profesiunea cercet?torului, Cultivarea deprinderilor creative ?i a priceperii
pentru ac?iune, Gândirea economic? în fa?a exigen?elor practicii economice, Petrol, tehnologie ?i politic?…) II. Deficien?e
fundamentale ale sistemului zis socialist, implementat în România; impactul asupra ?tiin?ei, tehnologiei, economiei,
societ??ii (3 lucr?ri, în care disfunc?ionalit??ile economiei planificate centralizat ?i rigid sunt analizate recurgând la
concepte ale cercet?rii opera?ionale, teoriei firelor de a?teptare, teoriei informa?iei, ciberneticii; Un sistem economic ?i
politic gre?it proiectat, 1973) III. Op?iuni ?i politici ale tranzi?iei (23 lucr?ri: Ce preocup? pe intelectuali, Responsabilitatea
social? a op?iunilor, Strategia dezvolt?rii economice a României – probleme ?i op?iuni, Despre strategii în economie,
Creditarea activit??ilor productive din sectorul privat, Mai este necesar? ?i oportun? o industrie autohton??, Liberalizarea
comer?ului interna?ional ?i interesele na?ionale…) IV. Impactul unor mecanisme ale tranzi?iei asupra progresului
economic ?i tehnologic (41 lucr?ri, din care: Legisla?ia muncii – 5 lucr?ri, inclusiv Noul Cod al muncii – un atentat la
func?ionalitatea economiei de pia??…; Fiscalitatea – 20, inclusiv Sistemul de impozitare deformeaz? realitatea economic?,
Codul fiscal fa?? cu corup?ia…; Pre?urile – 4, Proprietatea, privatizarea, demonopolizarea – 7, inclusiv Ocrotit?, garantat?,
batjocorit? (înc?lcarea dreptului ac?ionarilor minoritari la repartizarea profitului), Privatizarea PETROM sub semnul unor
mari dileme;Managementul întreprinderilor – 5, inclusiv Decalogul problemelor managerilor români.). Cartea
aprofundeaz? ?i exemplific?, pe o mare varietate de cazuri ?i sub multiple aspecte, abordarea sistemic?, pluri- ?i
interdisciplinar?, strategic?, în tehnologie ?i economie; de asemenea, interac?iuni la nivelurile: micro- ?i macroeconomie
? interes na?ional ?i globalizare ? ?tiin?? ?i practic? ? cercet?torul, produc?torul ?i utilizatorul rezultatelor cercet?rii ?
cererea ?i oferta de cercetare ? factori ce contribuie la dispersarea tematicii de cercetare ?i a resurselor ei ? factori de
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degradare a poten?ialului de cercetare ? diversitatea specialit??ilor care trebuie s? se conjuge pentru generarea ?i
solu?ionarea unei probleme ? ini?iativa în crearea de noi concep?ii func?ionale, noi solu?ii de componente ?i noi
materiale ?ansamblu ?i detalii ? sistemul economic, cel tehnologic, mediul socio-uman ?i mediul natural ? consecin?ele
imediate, mo?tenirile (cea c?p?tat? ?i cea l?sat?) ?i perspectiva ? cercetarea ?i inven?iile ? certitudini, decizii ?i riscuri ?
omul creator ?i omul consumator de ?tiin?? ? omul creator ?i omul consumator de bun trai ?ini?iativa euristic? spontan? ?i
local? ?i strategiile ?i programele ?tiin?ifice ?i tehnologice na?ionale ?i interna?ionale ? nevoia de comunicare ?tiin?ific?,
conducerea participativ? ?i nevoia de secret comercial ? privatizare, monopoluri ?i politic? ? rolul statului în economia
consecvent liberal? ? eficien?a real?, dar ascuns?, a cercet?rii ?i aparen?ele ei contrare, deformante ? sistemul legislativ
ca promotor sau inhibitor al progresului tehnologic ?i economic ? impactul birocra?iei ?i al unor manifest?ri de formalism
în economie … ?i multe altele. Cartea nu este o monografie sau un tratat pedant, ci o culegere de cca. 90 studii, eseuri,
articole (de regul?, acide), publicate în intervalul 1965-2004, dezv?luind, într-un limbaj accesibil intelectualului de orice
profil, probleme de profunzime ?i demonstrând solu?ii de larg interes (unele – deja adoptate), împ?nate cu afirma?ii
incitante, cu crâmpeie de memorialistic?, cu explica?ii intuitive, pentru ca subtilit??ile s? fie inteligibile ?i atractive.
The long-awaited second of six planned volumes in translation of this, the greatest masterpiece of modern Orthodox
theology. Staniloae develops a theology of creation, humanity, the unseen world of angels and demons, the fall of
humanity, providence and the deification of the world.
In this important prose work, one of our major poets explores, through autobiography and argument, a woman's life in
Ireland together with a poet's work. Eavan Boland beautifully uncovers the powerful drama of how these lives affect one
another; how the tradition of womanhood and the historic vocation of the poet act as revealing illuminations of the other.
Leading American psychologist and educator Howard Gardner has assembled his most important writings about
education. Spanning over thirty years, this collection reveals the thinking, the concepts and the empirical research that
have made Gardner one of the most respected and cited educational authorities of our time. Trained originally as a
psychologist at Harvard University, Howard Gardner begins with personal sketches and tributes to his major teachers
and mentors. He then presents the work for which he is best-known – the theory of multiple intelligences – including a
summary of the original theory and accounts of how it has been updated over the years. Other seminal papers featured
include: education in the arts the nature of understanding powerful ways in which to assess learning broad statements
about the educational enterprise how education is likely to evolve in the globalised world of the twenty-first century.
Why are prominent doctors and medical researchers all over the world interested in the extraordinary healings reported
by the patients of Dr. Eric Pearl? What does it mean when these patients report the sudden disappearance of afflictions
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such as cancers, AIDS-related diseases, and cerebral palsy? And what does it mean when people who interact with Dr.
Pearl report a sudden ability to access this healing energy not just for themselves, but for others, too? What is this
phenomenon? Well, you might have to reconsider everything you've read up until now about conventional healing. The
''new'' frequencies of healing described by Dr. Pearl transcend ''technique'' entirely and bring you to levels beyond those
previously accessible to anyone, anywhere. This book takes you on Dr. Pearl's journey from the discovery of his ability to
facilitate healings, to his well-deserved reputation as the instrument through which this process is being introduced to the
world. But most important, The Reconnection reveals methods you can use to personally master these new healing
energies.
The American Crisis is a collection of articles by Thomas Paine, originally published from December 1776 to December 1783, that
focus on rallying Americans during the worst years of the Revolutionary War. Paine used his deistic beliefs to galvanize the
revolutionaries, for example by claiming that the British are trying to assume the powers of God and that God would support the
American colonists. These articles were so influential that others began to adopt some of their more stirring phrases, catapulting
them into the cultural consciousness; for example, the opening line of the first Crisis, which reads “These are the times that try
men’s souls.” This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
Essential ThetaHealing® handbook for practitioners explaining how we can connect with the Creator for spiritual elevation. When
we enter a theta brain state, we can connect to the Creator of All That Is. Discover how to improve this connection to achieve deep
inner healing. Founded by Vianna Stibal, ThetaHealing® is a powerful healing modality through which we can change limiting
beliefs to receive deep emotional and physical healing. While in the Theta state, we're able to connect with the divine energy that
flows through all things: The Creator of All That Is. Vianna is often asked: 'How do I know I'm connected to the Creator, or if it's just
my own thoughts?' The true answer is that to know the difference between your thoughts and divine inspiration, you must first
understand yourself. This in-depth guide for ThetaHealing practitioners will teach you how to experience knowing yourself on an
intimate level, so you can recognize this difference and establish clear and enlightened communication with the Creator. Vianna
shares powerful teachings, downloads, exercises, and her own experiences to illustrate how to recognize the belief systems, inner
aspects, and subconscious selves preventing you from fully bonding with the energy of the Creator, and how to navigate and
understand your own mind. The Creator always communicates from a place of pure, perfect love, and Vianna details a powerful
road map for experiencing and strengthening this connection, so that you too can become limitless.
În corpul nostru pot exista tensiune ?i durere. Dac? le reprim?m sau le ignor?m, tensiunea ?i durerea vor cre?te cu fiecare zi ?i ne
vor împiedica s? cunoa?tem fericirea pe care ar trebui s?o putem cunoa?te. Când avem tensiune în corp, nu putem s? dormim
bine sau s? mânc?m bine. Con?tien?a cu privire la respira?ie ne poate ajuta s? ne relax?m ?i s? aducem pacea în corpul nostru.
Ne îngrijim mai întâi de corpul nostru. Apoi putem s? ne îngrijim de mintea noastr?. [...] Eliminarea tuturor tensiunilor ?i readucerea
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calmului în corp reprezint? primul pas c?tre restabilirea st?rii de bine. Nu po?i s???i vindeci corpul dac? nu?i acorzi aten?ie.
Aducându??i mintea acas? în corpul t?u, te stabile?ti în aici ?i acum. Ai ?ansa s? fii con?tient, f?r? s? judeci, de orice durere,
tensiune sau suferin?? din corp. Acesta este începutul vindec?rii.“ Thich Nhat Hanh
What would it mean to discover an ancient language—a literal message—hidden within the DNA of life itself? What we once
believed of our past is about to change. . . . A coded message has been found within the molecules of life, deep within the DNA in
each cell of our bodies. Through a remarkable discovery linking Biblical alphabets to our genetic code, the "language of life" may
now be read as the ancient letters of a timeless message. Regardless of race, religion, heritage, or lifestyle, the message is the
same in each cell of every woman, child, and man, past and present. Sharing all-new, fascinating research, Gregg Braden
discusses the life-changing discovery that led him from a successful career in the aerospace and defense industries to an
extensive 12-year study of the most sacred and honored traditions of humankind.
Known as the door between this world and invisible realms, Shambhala is earth's central chakra, where bodhisattva and ascended
masters watch over humanity's future evolution. Roerich's classic account, written following a harrowing 5-year exploration of
Central Asia and Tibet, explains "the reality of this indescribable realm on earth."
'The introductory account of Mr. Brunton's pony-back journey up the mountainside has real charm. One of his most interesting
chapters gives a practical-minded consideration to the probable future of Tibet.' New York Times Paul Brunton was one of a very
small number of his generation to travel in India and Tibet so extensively at a time when very few were doing so with such insight
and discernment. His journalistic skills produced magnificent descriptions of the snowy peaks and high-desert landscapes of the
Himalayan region, but it was the lessons he learned from the holy men he met on his journey that transformed him into one of the
great interpreters of the East. In this magnificent spirituality classic, he explains that we all need 'oases of calm in a world of storm',
no matter what era we are living in, and that to retreat from our everyday lives for a while is not weakness but strength. By taking
the trouble to discover the deep silence within us we will find the benefits of being linked to an 'infinite power, an infinite wisdom,
an infinite goodness'. A Hermit In The Himalayas is a fascinating blend of travel writing and profound spiritual experience. As we
accompany the author on his journey through the vast Himalayas ranges towards Mount Kailas in Tibet, he also shows us an even
more remarkable - and timeless - inner path which will help us cope with the ups and downs of our contemporary world.
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